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BIG SPENDERS
 
Brands ranked by the greatest increase in advertising budget, week over week. 
Includes the top three networks receiving the most spend and the percentage of 

spending in an industry category driven by the individual brand.* 

 1. State Farm    640%     $10.3M 

     - ABC, TBS, Cartoon Network 

     - 17.6% of auto and general insurance industry spend

 2. Red Lobster    450%      $5.8M 

     - CBS, ABC, NBC 

     - 20.2% of casual serve industry spend

 3. JPMorgan Chase   338%      $7.8M 

     - CBS, ABC, Fox 

     - 33.2% of banks and credit cards industry spend

 4. Olive Garden    260%      $4.1M 

     - NBC, ABC, Bravo 

     - 14.5% of casual serve industry spend

 5. CarMax    161%      $2.7M 

     - History Channel, NBC, HGTV 

     - 39.4% of vehicle online and information industry spend

TOP DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT
 
TV advertising, along with estimated spend by each brand over seven days.  
Includes networks and shows that generated the best response for the 

corresponding brand.* 

 1. Supercell             4.9M Digital      $3.8M  

     - ESPN, Cartoon Network, NBC 

     - Top show: NBA Finals

 2. Samsung Mobile           4.0M Digital      $9.2M  

     - MTV, CBS, NBC 

     - Top show: The Mentalist

 3. Nissan            1.4M Digital       $9.9M  

     - ABC, CBS, NBC 

     - Top show: NBA Finals

 4. Blizzard Entertainment         503K Digital      $1.3M  

     - ABC, NBC, Cartoon Network 

     - Top show: NBA Finals

 5. Mazda                   893K Digital      $5.1M  

     - Fox, CBS, NBC 

     - Top show: The Big Bang Theor

INDUSTRY REDUX - AUTO
Year-to-Date:

 • $3.1 billion: total spent on national TV advertising by automakers

 • $1.5 billion: amount spent advertising on the Big Four broadcast  
         networks combined

 • 660 original ads aired nationally

 • More than 400,000 total national airings

Apple has spent an estimated $124 million on 17 TV ads—14 of which were new—so far this year. The company has spent the bulk of 
its TV budget (more than $82 million) rolling out the Apple Watch, with some $44 million dedicated to a single ad: “Apple: The Watch 
Reimagined.” The company spent another $32 million on ads for the iPad and most recently invested $9.2 million on seven new 
iPhone ads in June. Apple directed most of its ad budget at CBS programming.
 
When it comes to engagement, ads for the Apple Watch and iPad have generated 10.3 million views and more than 400,000 social 
actions across Facebook and Twitter. iPhone ads have generated 3.3 million views, with more than 100,000 social actions on the two 
social media sites.

Wireless activity, Jan. 1-June 9

*At least $1M in spending week over week; for June 3-9 * Digital score includes Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, iSpot.tv and all major search engines within 
minutes of airing on linear TV; for June 3-9
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SPOTLIGHT - APPLE

Who’s Spending What Where
A weekly snapshot of the advertisers that spent the most money, the ads that engaged the most viewers  

and the shows that delivered the best results, with a spotlight on the hottest trends in advanced advertising.
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